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Abstract: Integrated electricity and gas systems (IEGS) with power-to-gas (PtG) units, as novel sector
coupling components between electricity and gas systems, have been considered a promising solution
for the reliable and economic operation of the integrated energy systems which can effectively reduce
the challenges associated with the high penetration of renewable energy sources (RES). To confirm
the economic viability and technical feasibility of the IEGS, its coordinated planning will play a
crucial role. The more comprehensive the modeling and evaluation of IEGS planning studies are,
the more precise and practical the results obtained will be. In this paper, an in-depth and up-to-
date assessment of the available literature on the IEGS planning is presented by addressing critical
concerns and challenges, which need further studies. A vast variety of related topics in the IEGS
planning, including the impact of costs, constraints, uncertainties, contingencies, reliability, sector
coupling components, etc., are also reviewed and discussed. In addition, the role of PtGs and their
impacts on the coordinated IEGS planning are reviewed in detail due to their crucial role in increasing
the penetration of RES in future energy systems as well as limiting greenhouse gas emissions. The
literature review completed by this paper can support planners and policymakers to better realize
the bottlenecks in the IEGS development, so that they can concentrate on the remaining unsolved
topics as well as the improvement of existing designs and procedures.

Keywords: integrated electricity and gas systems; planning; uncertainties; renewable energy sources;
power-to-gas; hydrogen

1. Introduction
1.1. Background

Limiting the average global temperature rise below 2 ◦C, according to the Paris
Agreement, will require significant changes in the energy sector planning to increase the
penetration of renewable energy sources (RES) [1]. Based on the International Renewable
Energy Agency projections [2], to achieve the Paris Agreement goals, the overall RES
penetration in the electricity generation mix should increase from 25% in 2018 to 57% and
86% in 2030 and 2050, respectively. The European Union also targets a 32% share of RES
in total energy consumption by 2030 [3]. Some European countries have set even more
ambitious targets. For example, Germany has planned a 60% share of RES in the gross final
energy consumption by 2050 [4]. To achieve the above goals, electric power systems (EPSs)
will see an increase in the deployment of solar or wind energy for electricity generation. In
2021, a total amount of 41 billion euros was invested in Europe for new wind power plants,
which will lead to the installation of 24.6 Gigawatt (GW) capacity of wind farms [5]. In
addition, in 2021, a total capacity of 314.5 GW renewable energy (RE)-based power plants
were newly installed worldwide and the share of RE reached 28.3%, showing an almost
8% increase in the past decade [6]. However, wind and solar-based power generations
depend on the availability of the primary energy sources as well as their uncertain and
fluctuating nature, which will lead to challenges in generation and demand balancing, and
will add more complexity to the EPS planning and operation [7]. To ensure the safe and
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economic use of energy systems in the presence of high RES penetration, it is necessary
to evaluate new technologies and solutions. In this way, the integration of EPS and the
natural gas system (NGS) to form integrated electricity and gas (IEGS) systems has been
considered a promising solution [8]. The interdependence between these two systems
can reduce the total costs in both systems, increase the RES share in the energy mix as
well as reduce their forced curtailment, and compensate for their uncertainties. However,
accurate and comprehensive strategies are required for the safe and economic planning
and operation of these systems. Gas-fired power plants (GFPPs), as the traditional linking
components between EPS and NGS, have been considered a helpful balancing option to
increase the penetration of RES, accounting for various issues, such as the advantages of
natural gas (NG) over other fossil fuels as well as the ability of GFPPs to quickly respond
to generation and demand changes. NG, as the second largest source of electric power
(EP) generation in the world with a share of about 23% in 2019 and 2020 [9,10], will still
play a key role in the generation mix due to its various benefits, including less pollution
than other fossil fuels, higher thermal efficiency, lower investment costs and construction
time, and also, more operational flexibility of GFPPs. According to the United States (US)
Energy Agency [11], EP generation from NG in the US has quadrupled in the past 30 years,
and its share has reached about 37%. However, NG has environmental hazards, and its
supply may be limited due to various technical, economic, or political reasons. On the
other hand, fluctuations in RE-based generations due to their inherent intermittent nature
leads to changes in NG demand and affects the NGS operation.

Converting excess RE-based generation into another product (Power-to-X), e.g., gas,
heat [12–15], etc. is gaining more attention due to its share in increasing the RES penetration,
reducing carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, and the forced curtailment of RES-based power
plants. A detailed review of Power-to-X systems are presented in [16–19]. Power-to-Gas
(PtG) units are a type of Power-to-X technology, which can be referred to a suitable approach
to lessen the challenges associated with the increasing penetration of RES. This technology
provides a supportive alternative for storing surplus EP [20] and has a direct impact on
both EPS and NGS [21]. The integration of PtG within the IEGS creates another linkage
between the EPS and NGS sectors and causes an amount of fossil NG to be replaced by
synthetic NG (SNG). Hence, NG demands to be supplied from import terminals or gas wells
are reduced [22]. In [23], for example, it is estimated that the installation of 500 GW PtG
capacity will have the potential to provide almost 75% of Europe’s NG needs by 2050, which
shows the important role of PtG in supplying the NG demand. In addition, PtG can provide
helpful solutions for long-term and large-scale storage of RE-based power generations to
increase their penetration in the IEGS [24–26]. PtG is the technology to convert mainly,
but not exclusively, surplus RE-based EP into a gaseous fuel, such as hydrogen (H2) or
synthetic methane (CH4) [27]. If this RE-based generation is not absorbed by the PtG
units, it will be curtailed due to grid limitations or lack of demand [28]. Hence, PtG can
prevent or reduce the curtailment of RE-based generations and CO2 emissions [29,30].
The SNG produced in a PtG can be injected into the NGS in order to take advantage
of the inherent large-scale storage capacity of gas pipelines [31,32]. In Europe, there is
more than 1100 Terawatt-hours (TWh) of total gas storage capacity; for example, the gas
storage capacity in Denmark is equivalent to 38% of its total NG demand [33]. While
electricity storage is expensive and limited to short-term and small-scale technologies such
as batteries, SNG storage, in return, is a seasonal, large-scale, and low-cost option through
the widespread and already installed facilities of the NGS [7,27].

The coordinated planning of EPS and NGS can not only reduce the costs in both
systems and prevent the unwanted expansion of the EPS [34], but also can increase the
share of RES, reduce their curtailment, and compensate for the uncertainties associated
with their fluctuating nature [7]. Since any changes in the EPS can affect the NGS and
vice versa, it is essential to perform their planning and operation simultaneously, through
the IEGS prospect [29,35]. Figure 1 shows the main interactions in the IEGS planning,
considering bidirectional coupling between its EPS and NGS sectors.
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1.2. Contributions

IEGS steady-state studies can be performed from two main viewpoints: technical
aspects and market perspectives. The latter aims to model the interfaces of pricing methods
between two systems [36–38]. The technical perspective can be classified into planning
and operational studies. Operational studies usually have a short-term interval with more
technical and geographical details, while the planning studies consider a long-term horizon
with fewer modeling details [39]. A detailed review of modeling and solution methods
for the optimal coordinated operation of IEGS has been presented in [7,40]. In this paper,
the focus is on the planning of IEGS. The IEGS planning aims to determine the future
expansion requirements of EPS and NGS as well as their coupling components to ensure
the stable supply of predicted EP and NG demands with the lowest cost in addition to
meeting the corresponding requirements, such as multiple technical and environmental
constraints, relevant uncertainties, desired reliability level, etc. Various aspects of IEGS
steady-state studies and modeling perspectives [39] are depicted in Figure 2, where the
focus of this review paper is marked with green color.
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IEGS planning has been reviewed in several existing works. For instance, a survey on
models for IEGS coordination has been presented in [39] with a focus on the methodologies
in the modeling of EP and NG interdependencies. Moreover, the coordination of inter-
dependent EPS and NGS has been reviewed in [41] from various perspectives. However,
a comprehensive and up-to-date survey of the IEGS planning considering novel issues
and relevant features, such as the impact of related costs, constraints, uncertainties, N − 1
contingency, reliability levels, and coupling components is missing in the existing literature,
and this paper aims to fill this gap. In addition, the impact of PtGs on IEGS planning will
be reviewed in detail, taking into account its different technical and economic aspects. The
main contributions of the paper can be summarized as follows:

• Modeling of IEGS for planning studies is reviewed thoroughly and the concerning
issues in the integrated planning of IEGS are classified. In addition, modeling the
line pack phenomenon in gas pipelines is done in detail due to its crucial role in the
integrated planning of electric power and natural gas systems.
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• A technical overview of IEGS planning with a comprehensive review of PtG technology
and its relevant technical and economic aspects and constraints are presented due to
the crucial role of this technology in IEGS planning, and the need for increasing the
penetration of RES in future energy systems to restrict the CO2 emissions.

• A detailed evaluation of the existing literature is performed, and the associated issues
in the coordinated planning of EPS and NGS, including various objectives, relevant
costs, constraints, uncertainties, reliability, N − 1 contingency, the modeling of EPS
and NGS, real networks, impact of RES, and PtG units are highlighted.

• A classification is done for the solution approaches which deal with the non-convex and
non-linear optimization models in both EPS and NGS from the planning perspective.

1.3. Paper Organization

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: a technical overview and mathe-
matical modeling of IEGS components is reviewed in Section 2, where PtG technology is
focused on various aspects, including its detailed components and working procedure as
well as its mathematical modeling in the IEGS. In addition, from the planning perspective,
various methods for the mathematical modeling of the electric and gas load flows in EPS
and NGS are presented. The modeling of the line pack phenomenon and NG compressors
are also given in detail. In Section 3, the optimal integrated planning of EPS and NGS
is investigated comprehensively, taking into account the associated issues, including the
general formulation, various objectives, decision variables, related costs, constraints, uncer-
tainties, reliability level, N − 1 contingency, and the impacts of RES and PtG units. Next,
different solution approaches for the IEGS optimized planning are reviewed in Section 4.
Finally, conclusions and future research directions are presented in Section 5.

2. Technical Overview and Modeling of IEGS

The IEGS can be considered as three main sections, i.e., EPS, NGS, and linking com-
ponents. Figure 3 illustrates a schematic view of an IEGS with a bidirectional connection
between EPS and NGS, i.e., GFPPs and PtG units. From the EPS viewpoint, PtG units are
EP demands. Likewise, GFPPs are considered as NG demands for the NGS.
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One of the concerns in the IEGS modeling is the computational burden of its cor-
responding large-scale model due to the different dynamic characteristics and various
equipment available in both EPS and NGS. Electric power transmission can be considered
as an almost instantaneous process with response times as microseconds or milliseconds.
In contrast, NG flow is a much slower process compared to that in the EPS due to the
low velocity of the gas in the pipelines, which leads to a longer response time (e.g., sev-
eral minutes) to disturbances, and a significant time delay between the gas injection and
consumption nodes. In the following, different sections of an IEGS are reviewed and the
mathematical modeling of their various components is presented.

2.1. Electric Power System

The EPS consists of high-voltage transmission lines and substations, which link the
power plants to load centers. A detailed description of EPS can be found in [42–44]. Power
plants are the main source energy in EPS which supply the electricity demand instantly.
They include multiple types based on the employed primary energy source as well as
the energy conversion process. RE-based power plants such as wind, solar, and hydro,
as well as non-renewable types, including GFPPs and other thermal power plants, are
common power plant types. In [45], various types of RE-based and fossil-fueled power
plants are investigated in detail. EPS modeling in the IEGS planning is performed by the
steady-state load flow model considering high voltage transmission lines and transformers,
load centers, and power plants. The purpose of load flow analysis in the EPS is to calculate
the voltage magnitude and angle of buses as well as the power flowing in transmission
lines. The most accurate load flow model for considering the non-linear and non-convex
equations of power grid parameters is alternating current (AC) load flow, in which the
relationship between the injected power, voltage magnitude, and voltage angle of buses
is determined through non-convex and non-linear equations. Several references, such
as [46–49], have presented a comprehensive and detailed description and formulation of
the load flow analysis in power systems. The AC load flow equations for bus k in an EPS
can be expressed by Equations (1) and (2). Equation (1) represents the net active power
injected at bus k as a function of voltage magnitudes and angles. Net active power means
the difference between the active power generated (PG,k) and the active power consumed
(PL,k) at bus k. Likewise, Equation (2) represents the net reactive power injected at bus
k as the difference between the reactive power generated (QG,k) and the reactive power
consumed (QL,k) at bus k.

PG,k − PL,k =

∣∣∣∣ −Vk

∣∣∣∣ Nb

∑
n=1

∣∣∣∣ −Ykn

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ −Vn

∣∣∣∣cos(δk − δn − θkn) (1)

QG,k −QL,k =

∣∣∣∣ −Vk

∣∣∣∣ Nb

∑
n=1

∣∣∣∣ −Ykn

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ −Vn

∣∣∣∣sin(δk − δn − θkn) (2)

where Nb is the number of buses in the EPS,
∣∣∣∣ −Vk

∣∣∣∣ and δk are the voltage magnitude and

angle at bus k, respectively, and
∣∣∣∣ −Ykn

∣∣∣∣∠θkn is the element of the Ybus admittance matrix in

position (k,n). Since the AC load flow considers the losses along the transmission lines,
for a line with i and k buses at two ends, the apparent power flowing from bus i to k will
be different from that flowing in the opposite direction. To solve AC load flow equations,
iterative-based techniques, such as Newton-Raphson, Gauss-Seidel, or fast decoupled
methods, are employed [47].

In the IEGS planning, to reduce the computational burden in complex optimization
problems, the load flow equations can be relaxed to convex linear equations—called DC
load flow—through considering some assumptions. This model is the most adopted
approach for the IEGS planning studies. Table 1 summarizes the literature from the
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viewpoint of EPS load flow analysis showing that the DC load flow has been employed in
the majority of the related literature.

Table 1. EPS load flow analysis in IEGS planning studies.

Load Flow Ref.

AC [50–55]

DC
[29,56–62]
[35,63–71]

[72–80]

The DC load flow calculates only active power flows in the EPS and is resulted through
the consideration of the following assumptions to relax the non-linear equations of the AC
model [46]:

• Assuming all systems have high enough X/R ratios, only the series reactances of
transmission lines are considered.

• Voltage magnitudes are constant and equal to 1 per unit (p.u.) at all buses.
• The voltage angle difference between the i and k buses of a transmission line is slight,

which leads to: sin (δi − δk) ≈ δi − δk.

By applying the above assumptions to Equation (1), the linear DC load flow equation
is extracted as follows:

PG,k − PL,k =
Nb

∑
n=1

Bknδn (3)

where Bkn is the element of the bus susceptance matrix in the position (k,n), which considers
the series reactance of the transmission lines. Since line losses are also neglected in the DC
load flow, the line flow from bus i to bus k can be expressed as follows:

Pi→k = −Pk→i =
1

Xi,k
(δi − δk) (4)

where Xi,k is the series reactance of the branch connected between buses i and k.

2.2. Natural Gas System

The NGS can be taken into account as a high-pressure pipeline network, which
transfers the NG over long distances from the suppliers to the consumers. The main
components of the NGS include NG demands, storage facilities, pipelines, compressors,
and NG suppliers, i.e., import terminals or gas wells. In [81], the fundamentals of NGS
have been explained thoroughly.

NGS models are divided into two major categories: dynamic and steady-state models.
In the dynamic model, the gas flow in the pipeline changes over time due to the line
pack effect. This model is described by partial differential equations, which will lead
to a significant increase in the computational burden. In the steady-state model, it is
assumed that the inflow and outflow gas of pipelines are equal, and the gas flow status
does not change over time, meaning that the line pack effect is not considered. In this case,
the system model is represented by non-linear algebraic equations called the Weymouth
equation, which is a general formulation for high-pressure gas transmission pipelines and
is employed in the planning studies of IEGS. A detailed gas flow formulation and analysis
can be found in [82]. Considering a pipeline with length L between nodes a and b, the
Weymouth non-convex and non-linear equation is commonly written as follows:

fab = sgn(πa, πb)Ca,b

√∣∣π2
a − π2

b

∣∣ (5)
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sgn(πa, πb) =

{
+1, i f πa ≥ πb
−1, i f πa < πb

where fab is the gas flow rate in (m3), πa, πb are the gas pressure at nodes a and b, respec-
tively, and Ca,b is a coefficient, called the Weymouth factor, which depends on the pipeline
and the gas properties, and can be calculated as follows:

Cab = 1.3656× 10−2 (Dab)
2.5

√
Fab Z T Lab δ

(6)

where Dab is the pipe inside diameter (mm), Lab is the pipeline segment length (km), Z is
the gas compressibility factor, T is the gas temperature in the pipeline segment (◦K), δ is
the specific gravity of natural gas (0.55 to about 0.87), and Fab is the friction factor of the
pipeline segment between nodes a and b, which is given by the following equation:

1
Fab

=

√
2log10

(
3.7 Dab

ε

)
(7)

where ε is the absolute pipe roughness in millimeter (mm).
The term sgn(πa, πb) in Equation (6) is a sign function defining the gas flow direction.

When πa ≥ πb, it will equal 1 denoting the gas flow from node a to node b, and if πa < πb,
it will equal −1, expressing the gas flow direction from node b to node a. If the gas flow in
the pipelines is considered unidirectional with πa ≥ πb, the Weymouth equation will be
simplified as follows:

fab = Ca,b

√∣∣π2
a − π2

b

∣∣ (8)

However, with the increasing penetration of RES, the bidirectional modeling of the
gas flow in pipelines will be essential as sudden changes in renewable generations will
lead to the rapid start of PtG units or GFPPs and thus, a sudden change in the gas flow
direction in the pipelines. Furthermore, in both cases of unidirectional and bidirectional
gas flow in the pipelines, the term

∣∣π2
a − π2

b

∣∣, which is the squared pressure difference of
nodes a and b, makes the Weymouth equation a non-linear and non-convex function. In
order to avoid dealing with non-differentiable equations of the NGS, a method has been
presented in [83] to linearize the gas network model.

2.2.1. Line Pack Effect

Unlike the EPS, the NGS has a compression property called the line pack effect, which
involves using the pipelines as short-term storage [7,84]. Line pack is the ability of a
pipeline to store a certain amount of NG in the pipeline due to the difference in the quantity
of gas in-flow into and out-flow of the pipeline [85]. The utilization of line pack results in a
further operational flexibility in the EPS and it will decrease the total operational costs of
the IEGS. It will also flatten the nodal gas prices by ensuring the more efficient employment
of cheaper gas sources [86].

The amount of line pack in a pipeline segment is proportional to the average pressure
along the pipeline measured at standard conditions (generally 1.01 bar and 288 ◦K) [82,87]
and plays a crucial role in balancing the transients of NG supply and consumption, espe-
cially when EPS disturbances influences the NG supply [84,88]. In cases where large PtG
units are added to the IEGS, the role of line pack as a storage source will become more
significant [73]. The line pack gas volume in a pipeline between nodes a and b can be
calculated as follows [82]:

LPab = 7.855× 10−4
(

Ts

πs

)(
πab,av

ZavTav

)(
Dab

2Lab

)
(9)
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where LPab is the line pack volume in a pipeline segment between nodes a and b in standard
m3, Ts and πs are the base temperature (generally 288 ◦K) and pressure (generally 1.01 bar),
respectively, πab,av is the average pressure in the pipeline segment between nodes a and b,
Tav is the average gas temperature in the pipeline segment (◦K), Zav (generally 0.9) is the
gas compressibility factor at Tav and πab,av, Dab is the pipe inside diameter (mm), and Lab is
the pipeline segment length (km). πab,av can be calculated by the following equation [82]:

πab,av =
2
3

(
πa + πb −

πaπb
πa + πb

)
(10)

where πa and πb are the gas pressures at nodes a and b, respectively. Employing the above-
mentioned nonlinear formulation may result in computational burden in large optimization
problems. In [89], a linear approximation of the average pressure in a pipeline segment and
hence, the linear estimation of the line pack modeling, has been introduced. It is worth
noting that using the mean value of the in-flow and out-flow node pressures for the average
pressure of the pipeline may lead to major errors, especially when the pressure difference
between the nodes is large [89].

It is possible to consider the gas properties and geometrical volume of the pipeline
between nodes a and b as a coefficient (KLP,ab), called the line pack coefficient, and rewrite
the Equation (9) as follows:

LPab
(m3) = KLP,ab.πab,av

(bar) (11)

where the line pack coefficient (KLP,ab) taking into account Ts = 288 ◦K, πs = 1.01 bar, and
Zav = 0.9 will be given as follows [83]:

KLP,ab = 0.24887×
(

Dab
2Lab

Tav

)
(12)

In dynamic conditions, the gas flow into and out of a pipeline segment fluctuates with
varying gas supply and demand. Based on the conservation of mass Law, the change of
the total gas volume will be equal to the difference between the flow into and out of the
pipeline [90]. Therefore, line pack at time t, (LPab,t), can be defined as the accumulated
difference between the injection ( fin,ab) and withdrawal ( fout,ab) of NG flows in the pipeline
as follows [73]:

LPab,t = LP0
ab +

t

∑
T=1

( fin,ab(T)− fout,ab(T)) (13)

where LP0
ab is the initial line pack value in the pipeline between nodes a and b and can be

calculated using Equation (11). Line pack storage should be restored once it is used, which
usually occurs every 24 h at the beginning of every day.

As mentioned above, solving the partial differential equations related to the gas flow
dynamics faces a computational burden. On the other hand, steady-state models ignore
the line pack effect and its helpful storage capability in the NGS. Moreover, the role of
line pack will be even more critical when PtG is added to the IEGS. For these reasons, and
considering that line pack is a relatively slow process, another steady-state model—called
the quasi-steady-state model—has been developed in some research works in which the line
pack effect is roughly considered without the solution of partial differential equations [83].
In this model, it is assumed that for a pipeline between nodes a and b, the average gas flow
at the time t ( fab,t) is approximated by [7]:

fab,t =
f in
ab,t + f out

ab,t

2
(14)

where f in
ab,t and f out

ab,t denote the inflow and outflow in the pipeline, respectively. Hence, the
Weymouth Equation (5) at time t can be written as:
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fab,t = sgn(πa,t, πb,t)Ka,b

√∣∣∣π2
a,t − π2

b,t

∣∣∣ (15)

The line pack update at every time step will be as follows [85,91]:

LPab,t = LPab,t−1 +
(

f in
ab,t − f out

ab,t

)
(16)

where LPab,t and LPab,t−1 are the line pack effect of the pipeline between nodes a and b at
time t and t − 1, respectively.

The line pack effect in the NGS faces several operational constraints, the most applica-
ble of which are explained in Equations (17) and (18) [73,83,91]:

LPab ≤ LPab,t ≤ LPab (17)

LPa,b,(t=end) = LPa,b,(t=1) (18)

Equation (17) implies that the line pack amount in the pipeline segment between nodes
a and b at time t should be within the lower

(
LPab

)
and upper (LPab) line pack levels. In

addition, Equation (18) indicates that the amount of line pack in all pipelines at the end of
scheduled time (LPa,b,(t=end)) should be equal to that in the beginning time (LPa,b,(t=1)).

2.2.2. Gas Compressors

As the gas flows in pipelines, its friction with the pipelines leads to a pressure drop
in the gas flow process. Thus, compressors are utilized on gas pipelines to compensate
for the pressure drop of the gas along pipelines and provide the required pressure for gas
transport from one node to another [82]. In long-distance pipelines and owing to limitations
of pipeline pressures, several compressors may be required to transport a certain volume
of NG. Compressors can be driven by electric motors or NG engines. Typically, two kinds
of compressors are employed: reciprocating and centrifugal ones. The former may be
driven by either NG engines or electric motors, and the latter employ electric motors or NG
turbines as drivers [92]. The required energy of compressors is often supplied by a portion
of NG flowing in the pipeline. In this case, 3 to 5% of the NG transmitted along them is
usually assumed to be used as their working energy consumption [93,94]

The compression power of the compressor in an adiabatic compression process de-
pends on the gas flow rate in the pipeline as well as the compression ratio. The term
adiabatic refers to zero heat transfer between the gas and the surroundings. For a com-
pressor located between nodes a and b with (ηc) compression efficiency, this energy can be
presented as follows [82,95,96]:

Powerab
(kW) = 4.0639 fab

Ta

ηc

Za + Zb
2

α

α− 1

[(
πb
πa

) α−1
α

− 1

]
(19)

where α is the specific heat ratio of the NG, fab is the gas flow rate from node a to node
b in million cubic meters per day (Mm3/day), Ta is the suction temperature of gas (◦K), Za
and Zb are the compressibility of gas at suction and discharge conditions, respectively, ηc
is the compressor adiabatic efficiency (generally ranges from 0.75 to 0.85). The ratio of
discharge pressure (πb

(bar)) to the suction pressure (πa
(bar)) is called the compression ratio

r (r = πb/πa).
Considering ηm as the mechanical efficiency of the compressor driver, the driver power

of the compressor (Pcomp) will be as follows [82]:

Pcomp
(kW) =

Powerab
(kW)

ηm
(20)
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If the gas pressure compressors in the NGS are driven by electric motors consuming
EP, there will be another link between the two systems as a load for EPS. Hence, for an
electric-motor driven compressor, the electrical energy supplied from the EPS (EPcomp) can
will be given by [97]:

EPcomp
(MWh) =

Pcomp
(kW) × 10−3

3600
(21)

If the compressor energy is provided by NG turbine, the consumed NG ( fcomp,ab) in
the k-th compressor can be calculated by the following equation [96,97]:

fcomp,k
(m3) = ak

(
EPcomp,k

(MWh)
)2

+ bk

(
EPcomp,k

(MWh)
)
+ ck (22)

where ak, bk, and ck are the consumption coefficients of the compressor. As the models in
Equations (18) and (19) are non-linear, approximated linear models are usually employed
in IEGS studies to avoid high computational burden. For instance, a piecewise linear
approximation has been employed in [65] for the modeling of NG compressors.

2.3. Sector-Coupling Components
2.3.1. Gas-Fired Power Plants

GFPPs are the traditional linking component between EPS and NGS [55]. The gener-
ated power in a GFPP is associated with its NG demand. If Pk is the generated power in
the k-th GFPP, the corresponding NG demand can be defined by a quadratic heat rate (HR)
curve relationship as follows [73,98,99]:

HR = akP2
k + bkPk + ck (23)

where ak, bk, ck are coefficients relating to the power plant characteristics. Then, the NG
consumption of the GFPP can be calculated approximately as follows:

NGGFPP
cons = HR.Pk (24)

where NGGFPP
cons is the NG consumption of the k-th GFPP for the generation of Pk power.

2.3.2. Power-to-Gas

PtG units are the novel linking components between EPS and NGS, in addition to
GFPPs. They are the focus of recent IEGS-related research due to their various advantages.
Many PtG projects have been performed since 2000, the leading centers of which are cur-
rently located in Europe and North America [100]. A complete overview of PtG technology
is presented in [101–103]. A typical PtG comprises four main parts: an electrolyzer, a
methanation device, a source of CO2, and storage equipment to safely store and buffer H2,
CO2, and SNG, allowing for more production [104]. A simple process of the PtG unit is
illustrated in Figure 4.

The first stage of the PtG process is the dissociation of water (H2O) using EP in an
electrolyzer to produce H2. If the EP is supplied from the RES, the produced H2 is called
green hydrogen since no CO2 will be emitted. The overall electrolyzer chemical reaction is
as follows [27,105]:

2H2O + Electriacl energy� 2H2 + O2 (25)
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The energy consumption in the electrolysis process depends on the employed tech-
nology, and varies with the pressure and temperature of the process [106]. In view of the
utilized electrolyte type, three electrolysis technologies are the focus of PtG applications:
Alkaline electrolysis (AEC), Proton exchange membrane or Polymer electrolyte membrane
(PEM), and solid oxide electrolysis (SOEC) [105]. The latter is not at a developed and
commercial level yet, although some studies [107] have assessed its application. Various
electrolysis technologies are categorized by a variety of technical issues, including oper-
ating temperature and pressure, efficiency, ramp rates, cold start time, hydrogen purity,
etc. [105,108–110]. Alkaline and PEM electrolyzers operate at low temperatures (60–80 ◦C
for PEM and 60–90 ◦C for AEC), and their efficiency varies between 55–67% for Alkaline
and 60–70% for PEM type, while the operating temperature of the SOEC is much higher
(700–1000 ◦C) with an efficiency of over 90% [27,102]. In return, its efficiency is also higher
due to reduced energy needs [108–110]. The PEM has a faster ramp rate, and thus has the
potential for faster adoption with wind fluctuations, which makes it more suitable to follow
RE-based variable generations [28]. It is worth noting that novel Alkaline electrolyzers
similarly have quick ramp rates [111]. The investment cost of alkaline technology is lower
than that of the other types due to the use of non-precious metals as catalysts. In compari-
son, PEM employs noble metals and has a higher investment cost at the moment [110–112].
Moreover, the hydrogen purity in an alkaline-based system is within 99.8–99.9%, which
can be even more through an extra purification method. On the other hand, in the PEM
technology, the hydrogen purity is over 99.99% without the employment of any purification
system [106]. Finally, the lifetime of a PEM-based electrolyzer is often within 5–20 years,
which is shorter than the 15–30 years lifetime in an Alkaline-based system [113,114].

In the methanation step, the H2 is converted to SNG—explicitly synthetic methane
(CH4)—in the methane production reactor through a catalytic chemical reaction using CO2,
also called the Sabatier process [27,30]. The methanation process can be completed through
either CO2 or carbon monoxide (CO), if a source of CO exists [115]. Equations (26) and (27)
denote the chemical reactions of SNG production through CO2 and CO, respectively [24].

CO2 + 4H2 � CH4 + 2H2O (26)
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CO + 3H2 � CH4 + H2O (27)

Although in most cases the SNG is the PtG output, it is also possible to directly use
the H2 to increase the PtG efficiency due to eliminating the methanation part. In addition,
the location of PtG units will not depend on CO2 availability [27]. The H2 can be used
directly in H2-fired gas turbines as well as fuel cells or injected in small volumes into
the NGS [22,28,116,117]. In addition, it is possible to employ the green H2 directly in the
industrial sector including the steel industry, chemical industry, and refineries [118] as well
as the road and non-road transport sectors [119]. However, current limitations for injecting
H2 into the NGS (2–10% by volume) require the methanation step in PtG units to produce
SNG [120]. On the other hand, SNG production makes it possible to use CO2 and thus,
reduce carbon emissions [121].

The CO2 purity influences the quality of SNG. Main CO2 sources for the metha-
nation process can be supplied from the carbon capture (CC) in fossil-fueled power
plants, biomass, air, and industrial procedures like steel, iron, and cement production
processes [122]. Due to the CO2 source, various environmental impacts will result in
reduced carbon emissions [7]. Based on the employed CC source, energy consumption
and related costs will vary in different processes. Due to the low purity of CO2 in the
air, extensive energy consumption and costs are needed to capture carbon from the air
than other methods. The cost and energy consumption of CO2 captured from the air
are almost 1000 euros per one ton of CO2

(
ε/tCO2

)
and 3000–5000 kilowatt hours per

one ton of CO2
(
kWh/tCO2

)
, respectively [24,123]. These values for CC processes are about

20–60
(
ε/tCO2

)
and 100–350

(
kWh/tCO2

)
, respectively [123]. However, the energy demand

and the investment costs of direct air capture of CO2 are expected to significantly reduce in
the future, and CO2 capture costs below 50

(
ε/tCO2

)
are attainable by 2040 [124].

In power plants, the best option for the CC process is the post-combustion method in
which the CO2 is extracted from the gas produced by combustion [125]. In this method, it
is required to identify the CO2 content of gases and their pressure. Other methods include
pre-combustion and oxyfuel combustion. In the former, the fuel is pre-treated before it is
fired, and in the latter, combustion is done using pure oxygen instead of air. Employing
any kind of CC method will lead to a fuel consumption increase owing to more energy
requirements by the system [123,125,126].

PtG locations in IEGS are determined by EPS, considering NGS infrastructure [61].
Candidate sites are generally located near RE-based power plants, and they are connected to
the nearest NG node [35]. The optimal location of PtG units as well as the RES penetration
and power grid properties may result in significant effects on the obtainable green H2 [127].
Depending on the technology, their efficiency varies between 55 to 80% [128] and is usually
about 64% [129]. Due to their limited efficiency, their operation should be in a way that
does not reduce the overall efficiency of the system [73]. PtG investment costs include
electrolyzer, methanation, EP equipment, piping, construction, and control systems [130].
Their economic viability is affected by size, location, technology, and CO2 source [7,110].

In PtG units, the energy conversion in the PtG at time t with conversion efficiency of
(ηPtG) can be modeled as [35,69,73]:

f (m
3)

PtG,t = P(MW)
PtG,t

ηPtG
HV

(28)

where f (m
3)

PtG,t and P(MW)
PtG,t are the flow rate of produced SNG by PtG at time t and its EP input,

respectively, and HV is the heat value of SNG, i.e., methane, in megawatt hour per cubic
meter (MWh/m3). The conversion efficiency of PtG (ηPtG) is usually considered 0.6 to 0.7,
although the PtG technology is growing and high-efficiency PtG units can be taken into
account [102]. PtG operation is limited by some related constraints including its input
power limit at time t, maximum operational power limit, ramp up and ramp down limits,
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maximum accessible CO2 and water at time t, and the maximum SNG that can be injected
to the gas network or stored. Equations (29)–(34) express the operational constraints of PtG:

PPtG,t ≤ Pmax
PtG (29)

PPtG,t ≤ Pinput
PtG (30)

−RDPtG ≤ (PPtG,t − PPtG,t−1) ≤ RUPtG (31)

CO2PtG,t ≤ CO2stored,t−1 + CO2supplied,t (32)

H2OPtG,t ≤ H2Ostored,t−1 + H2Osupplied,t (33)

fPtG,t ≤ SNGmax
storage − SNGstored,t−1 + finject,t (34)

where Pmax
PtG is the maximum power capacity of the PtG and Pinput

PtG is the electric power
that can be injected to the PtG at time t due to power grid conditions. RUPtG and RDPtG
are the PtG ramp up and ramp down limits, respectively. CO2PtG,t is the carbon needs of
PtG at time t considering the injected electric power and other constraints, CO2stored,t−1 is
the stored carbon in the buffer at time t − 1, and CO2supplied,t is the carbon supplied from
CO2 sources at time t. Likewise, H2OPtG,t is the water needs of PtG at time t considering
the injected electric power and related constraints, H2Ostored,t−1 is the stored water in the
storage at time t − 1, and H2Osupplied,t is the water supplied from water sources at time t.
Finally, SNGmax

storage is the maximum storage capacity taken into account for SNG storage,
SNGstored,t−1 is the stored SNG at the storage at time t − 1, and finject,t is the SNG injection
to the gas network at time t. Taking into account the technical and economic impact of the
required carbon and water supply in PtG units on IEGS planning results is a topic which
has not been addressed in the related literature. Hence, involving their role and effect in
IEGS planning studies may be a motivating area of further research in this field.

In [28,131], a more detailed modeling of the PtG procedure is presented in which the
electrolysis and methanation processes are modeled separately. It is possible to consider a
H2 buffer between the two processes. In this case, excess energy will be needed to compress
the H2 to the desired pressure and discharge it for injection into the NGS [132].

2.3.3. Other Sector-Coupling Components

Furthermore, if the CO2 needed for SNG production is captured from the fossil-fueled
power plants, there will be another indirect connection between the EPS and NGS, resulting
in the complex inter-section dependencies [121]. It is also possible to recover the heat
generated in the methanation process to increase the efficiency of the PtG unit [133].

3. Optimal Planning of IEGS

In the literature, the total cost minimization has been the target of all research works
for the optimal planning of the IEGS. In addition, some other issues have been taken
into account. For instance, in [74], the IEGS planning has been studied considering the
EPS resilience via a robust two-stage optimization problem as well as a series of variable
uncertainties to show the severe natural events. According to the results, in the integrated
planning of IEGS, less investment costs will be required to create a certain level of resilience.
IEGS planning has been done in [51], considering the heat generated by gas turbines as
distributed generation (DG). In [64], the long-term planning of EPS in an IEGS market
has been studied, and the impact of the NGS on the EPS expansion decisions has been
investigated. The results show lower electricity prices and improved social welfare. In [75],
an IEGS model is presented considering different types of energy storage, including water
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reservoir in hydro power plants, NG storage systems, and the line pack effect, presenting a
close relationship between storage resources in the two systems and their role in preventing
long-term energy shortages. In [54], a multi-stage model is presented to improve social
welfare in view of reliability, security, and flexibility. It is demonstrated that integrated
planning can improve the social welfare level of the whole society, and make more efficient
use of the equipment in both systems. A planning model is presented in [58] for the resilient
operation of IEGS with NG storage facilities, demonstrating that disregarding NG pipeline
outages may lead to inaccurate results in EPS resilience studies.

3.1. General Formulation

The optimal planning of IEGS is often a multi-stage decision-making problem, which
aims to determine the future expansion requirements of both systems to ensure the supply
of predicted EP and NG demands with the lowest cost as well as meeting the relevant issues,
such as various constraints, uncertainties, reliability level, etc. Thus, a general problem
formulation for the optimal planning of IEGS can be composed of an objective function
and the related constraints in the EPS, NGS, and their linking components. The objective
function—as the target of the optimization problem—often includes economic efficiency,
i.e., the minimization of total costs, or may consist of other issues, such as the minimization
of CO2 emissions [134,135] and wind power curtailment [136], or the maximization of
reliability [53], resiliency [137], and social welfare [54]. It is also possible to formulate the
IEGS planning as a multi-objective problem [53,56,76,134,136], in which several objective
functions are simultaneously optimized. The general formulation of the IEGS optimization
can be summarized as follows:

min/max OF; Subject to : related constraints (35)

3.2. Objective Function

In the case of considering the total cost minimization as the objective function in the
optimal planning of IEGS, the optimization model can be summarized as follows:

min OF = (CostEPS + CostNGS + Costlink) (36)

Subject to: constraints of: EPS, NGS, linking components, and any other relevant
constraints. Where CostEPS, CostNGS, and Costlink represent the total costs in the EPS, NGS,
and linking components, respectively.

Figure 5 illustrates a classification of related costs in the IEGS planning optimization
comprising EPS costs, NGS costs, and linking components costs. The total cost in the IEGS
planning includes both investment costs as well as operational ones during the time period
of the study. Moreover, some other related costs, such as RE-based curtailment penalties,
carbon tax, electrical energy not supplied, and NG demand not supplied may also be
considered. It is worth noting that the NG cost of GFPPs is taken into account in the NG
supply costs; thus, it does not appear in the operational costs of GFPPs.

3.3. Constraints
3.3.1. Planning Constraints

The IEGS planning constraints can be classified into planning and operational con-
straints [35,62,69]. Planning constraints may include sequential investment states of new
assets and generation capacity adequacy constraints [29,35,62]. In commissioning time
constraints, when a candidate element is installed in the (t− 1)th year, it will be included
in the system for the remaining years, which can be formulated as follows:

Xi,(t−1) ≤ Xi,t (37)
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where Xi is a decision variable denoting the i-th candidate element to be installed in the
system. The sequential investment constraint means that the total new installed component
in the tth year will be more than or equal to that in the (t− 1)th year.
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The generation capacity adequacy constraint guarantees that the total generation
capacity of the existing and installed candidate power plants will be able to cover the
predicted EP plus system reserve, which can be formulated as:

∑
e∈PL

Pe,t(1 + Rt) ≤ ∑
i∈CP

Xi,tPi,max+ ∑
i∈EP

Pi,max (38)

where Pe,t, Pi,max are the predicted load in the t-th year and maximum generation power of
the i-th power plant, respectively. Xi,t is a decision variable, which indicates the investment
state of the i-th power plant in the t-th year. Rt is the generation reserve rate in the t-th year,
and PL, CP, and EP denote the set of EPS loads, candidate power plants, and existing
ones, respectively. A similar constraint can be considered for the predicted NG demand.
Moreover, in [69], the retirement of existing coal-fired power plants within the planning
interval has been taken into account as a planning constraint, meaning that their operation
status will be changed to 0 after retirement:

Xretire
i,t = 0, ∀t ≥ Tretire

i (39)

where Xretire
i,t is the operation status of the i-th coal-fired power plant in the t-th year, and

Tretire
i is its lifetime.

Non-anticipativity is another planning constraint, considered in [66,79], stating that
the decision-makers must not anticipate the outcome of future random events when making
their decisions. Hence, the investment decisions made at any stage must depend only on
information related to that stage, without taking into account future actions.
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3.3.2. Operational Constraints

Typical operational constraints considered in EPS mainly include load flow and power
balance equations, the on/off status of generators, generation limits in active power and
reactive power (in the case of AC load flow model of EPS), power plants ramp rates, buses
voltages, maximum capacities of transmission lines, EP curtailment limits, and active power
losses in the case of AC load flow model. The constraints of EPS and NGS linking elements
include the operational limitations in GFPPs and PtG units. The operational constraints
related to the PtG units include their minimum and maximum operating limits, the PtGs
converting process, and the EP consumed by PtG units. In addition, the SNG flow volume
of the pipelines connecting PtGs to the NGS should be within the capacity bounds of
pipelines, and the EP flowing in feeders (transmission lines) linking PtGs to the EPS should
not exceed their maximum capacity [28,138]. The operational constraints of NGS include
gas flow equations, minimum and maximum nodal pressure limits, nodal gas balance,
the compressor model, the maximum capacity of storage facilities, NG curtailment limits,
and minimum/maximum gas supply or import limits [139]. A detailed formulation of
operational constraints in EPS and NGS has been presented in [7].

3.3.3. Other Related Constraints

In addition to the above-mentioned constraints, some other limitations such as reliabil-
ity [66,69], resiliency [74], fuel availability [79,140,141], energy transformation efficiency be-
tween EPS and NGS [52], and environmental and carbon emission constraints [72,142,143]
have also been taken into consideration in the literature.

3.4. Decision Variables

Decision-making variables in the IEGS planning typically include one or several items
of the following:

• Construction of new transmission lines and substations in the EPS and their optimal
capacities or increasing the capacity of existing equipment [29,62,63,66,74,78].

• Construction of new power plants and determining their technology and
capacities [35,53,66,67,74,76].

• Construction of new PtG units and determining their optimal capacities or increasing
the capacity of existing PtG units [29,35,69,73].

• The power flow in transmission lines in various operating modes [73].
• Generation capacity of power plants in various operating modes [73,75].
• Construction of new pipelines, compressors, storage units, and NG supply sources in

the NGS as well as their optimal capacities [35,62,63,67,78].
• The NG supply from wells or import terminals and the NG flowing in pipelines [56,57,59,69].
• The NG pressure of nodes [61].

3.5. Impact of Uncertainties

Uncertainties have a significant impact on the optimized planning of IEGS, especially
in the presence of RE-based generations. Modeling the RES-related uncertainties is a
challenge, which along with other uncertainties, adds to the complexity of the optimiza-
tion model [39]. From a time-scale point of view, the uncertainties related to the IEGS
planning can be divided into short-term and long-term types. The former includes EP
and NG demands and their prices as well as RE-based generations. The latter consists of
uncertainties related to investment plans, regulations, and technological advances, such
as interest rate, carbon tax policies, PtG, storage technological developments, etc. From
another viewpoint, uncertainties may be categorized into structural and parametric types.
Structural uncertainties are associated with the model structure since a model cannot define
the perfect description of a real system. Parametric uncertainties can be taken into account
as the input uncertainties of the model.

Various uncertainties have been considered in the IEGS planning, the most important
of which include EP and NG demands as well as RE-based generations, mainly wind power.
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Moreover, other parameters, such as EP or NG prices, interest rare, carbon tax, capital
investment, etc., have also been considered as uncertain parameters in some research works,
as summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Considering uncertainties in IEGS planning.

Uncertainty Ref.

Power and NG load demands
[29,35,56,57,59,63,65–67]

[54,55,68,72,95,99,144]

Wind power generation
[29,35,50,56,58,59,62,72]

[63,65,69,76,99,145]

Photovoltaic generation [57,72]

EP or NG prices [29,52,54,72,141]

Interest rate [63]

Carbon tax [29]

Forced outage rate (FOR) [52]

Occurrence of severe natural disasters [74]

Capital investment [136]

Various plans with different attitudes [71]

Demand response [52,145]

Load forecast error [52]

Modeling the uncertainties in the IEGS planning is generally achieved through gath-
ering historical data and their estimation as a probability distribution function (PDF).
Two-parameter Weibull distribution as well as one-parameter Rayleigh distribution are
common PDFs for modeling the wind speed behavior, and the Weibull distribution is the
most widely accepted and employed PDF for the wind speed description [146,147]. To
model the uncertainty of EP and NG load demands, mainly normal PDF [29,66,67] has been
employed in the literature, while the uniform PDF has been used in [59] for this purpose.

The stochastic scenario-based approach is one of the most common methods for con-
sidering these uncertainties [148,149], in which scenario trees are presented as various
planning conditions, such as bi-level problems, to model the planning situations of IEGS.
However, as the number of planning variables increases, the number of scenarios will
grow exponentially; hence, a large number of scenarios have to be considered in detailed
IEGS planning models, leading to a high complexity level and computational burden of
the problem. In addition, the exact probability distribution of scenarios must be known
based on historical data, which creates another challenge in dealing with uncertainties.
To reduce the computational burden associated with the large number of scenarios, sev-
eral scenario reduction methods have been developed, such as statistical approximation
methods and decomposition techniques, in which some sampled scenarios are taken into
consideration instead of all scenarios [66]. The scenario reduction method has the risk
that the sample scenarios may not represent the whole uncertainty properties. Another
method for considering the uncertainties in the problem is to use robust optimization in
which, instead of probability distributions, distribution-free parametric sets are used to
describe the uncertainties [39,50]. This technique is more conservative than the scenario-
based method. Sensitivity analysis is another method which can be employed to assess
the impact of uncertainties, in which other variables are considered stable and the effect of
variations in one or several related inputs is investigated in the IEGS planning model [150].
According to the literature summarized in Table 3, the majority of research works related to
the IEGS planning studies have employed stochastic scenario-based approaches to inves-
tigate the impact of uncertainties; however, robust optimization has also been utilized in
several studies.
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Table 3. Modeling approaches to uncertainties in IEGS planning.

Uncertainty Modeling Approach Ref.

Scenario-based stochastic approaches [29,35,52,54–59,62,63,65–68,71,72,76,95]

Robust optimization approaches [50,69,74]

The impacts of uncertainties have been assessed from various viewpoints in IEGS
planning. For example, a planning solution has been presented in [67] to minimize the
total cost and provide a desirable level of reliability in EPS and NGS. The results show that
ignoring the uncertainties leads to a significant reduction in reliability. Minimizing the
costs in IEGS through a two-stage stochastic optimization model is presented in [68] in the
presence of uncertainties in power and NG consumptions. It is emphasized that ignoring
uncertainties may lead to inaccurate planning of the grid expansions. A stochastic multi-
stage problem is formulated in [65] for the planning of IEGS with uncertainty in RE-based
generations and load demands, verifying that proper consideration of uncertainties results
in optimal investments and the reduction of costs in the whole system. A decentralized
stochastic model is presented in [63] to reduce operating and investment costs in EPS
and NGS accounting for uncertainties in wind power, interest rates, and load demands.
The results indicate that considering severe uncertainties can lead to higher costs of grid
expansions. In [76], a multi-objective optimization model is proposed for the planning of
IEGS with uncertain wind power generation, revealing that uncertainty in wind power
generation can increase the total costs. The IEGS planning in terms of simplified frequency
constraints is studied in [56] concerning wind and EP demand uncertainties; the results
imply that the considered uncertainties in the presence of frequency constraints have a
great impact on the system planning where more expansions may be needed.

3.6. N − 1 Contingency

The N − 1 security criterion is commonly employed in IEGS planning to guarantee
the reliability of the system. It necessitates that under any single contingency event in the
system, the normal operation has to be continued without any load curtailment. Inves-
tigating the impact of the N − 1 contingency on the optimal planning of IEGS has been
considered one of the crucial issues in several literature. In a number of research works,
the N − 1 contingency only in the EPS has been studied, but in some others, both EPS and
NGS have been assessed. Table 4 summarizes the literature concerning this issue.

Table 4. Considering N − 1 contingency in IEGS planning.

Considered System Ref.

EPS [35,54,69,76–78]

EPS and NGS [56,57,70]

In [69], the N − 1 contingency in the EPS has been modeled using the worst-case
scenario. Results show that the integrated planning of IEGS can limit the power imbalance
in the N − 1 contingency and ensure the overall reliability of the system. In [57], the N − 1
contingency in both EPS and NGS has been evaluated by the reduced disjunctive model
(RDM) to reduce the computational burden. In [35], the N − 1 contingency in power
transmission lines is considered by a contingency screening method based on the line
outage distribution factors to identify and create a set of chief events to satisfy the N − 1
criterion. It is shown that by N − 1 contingency consideration, more transmission lines and
pipelines are needed, which will lead to increased investment costs. In [56], by considering
the N − 1 contingency in both EPS and NGS, their significant impact on increasing the
required equipment in the IEGS expansion planning has been revealed. Ref. [70] considers
N − 1 contingency for both EPS and NGS using a contingency matrix and evaluates its
impact on the IEGS expansion planning.
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3.7. Impact of Renewable Energy Sources

Renewable wind and solar generations will affect the planning of IEGS. For example,
sudden changes in the RE-based generations, in addition to affecting the EPS operation,
will lead to changes in NG demand. Therefore, various studies have examined the impact
of renewable generations on the optimal planning of IEGS. A stochastic two-stage method
is proposed in [72] for the Queensland IEGS in Australia, considering the high-penetration
level of renewable generations. Investment decisions for constructing power plants, NG
suppliers, transmission lines, and gas pipelines are determined as here-and-now decisions.
Then, operational decisions are made as wait-and-see parameters. Based on the results,
increasing the penetration level of renewable generations reduces the amount of NG
flowing in gas pipelines and thus, postpones the need for their expansions. Moreover,
considering environmental constraints has increased the total costs due to the need for
further investment in RE-based generations as well as transmission lines and substations.
In [57], a two-objective model is presented for IEGS planning regarding the effect of high-
penetration photovoltaic generations. In the first objective, total cost is minimized, while the
second objective minimizes the pollution from power plants. The problem is solved by the
Epsilon-constrained method, and then, Pareto front is obtained to select the optimal solution
by the fuzzy method. The results show that the photovoltaic generations, in addition to
saving the total cost, have led to a significant pollution reduction. A decentralized stochastic
model is proposed in [63] to reduce the total cost in IEGS. In addition, regulatory policies
are considered to limit the penetration of renewable generations. The results show that
increasing the capacity of wind farms has reduced the power generation costs.

3.8. Impact of Power-to-Gas Units

As mentioned before, PtG units are the innovative linking components between EPS
and NGS. The integration of these units in IEGS will have several benefits for both NGS
and EPS as well as environmental welfare. The main advantages of employing PtG units
in IEGS can be categorized as Figure 6. Based on these benefits, PtG units can reduce
the total costs in several ways. Figure 7 illustrates the impacts of PtG on the IEGS costs
via increasing the penetration of renewable energies in the IEGS. The reduction of carbon
emissions (carbon tax), fossil fuel costs, and the curtailment penalty of renewable-based
generation are the main issues of cost reductions resulted from the utilization of PtGs in
the IEGS.
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The main effect of PtG on saving IEGS costs is through the increase of RES penetration
in several ways, including EP generation and other NG demands as well as the utilization
of the NGS capacity for the long-term and large-scale indirect storage of RE-based EP [26].
Therefore, increasing the RES penetration through PtG will mainly lead to the reduction of
fossil fuel costs, RES curtailment penalties, and carbon tax, which all together will result in
total costs reduction and social welfare improvement. Furthermore, reducing fossil fuel
demands, including NG, in countries where a portion or whole NG needs are imported, in
addition to the economical aspect, will have other political and social benefits.

The employment of PtG in the IEGS planning at large scales, however, is faced with
several issues [121], such as policymakers, regulators, participants of energy markets, and
system operators, which should be carefully examined for better use of their advantages
and flexibilities. One of the related issues is the CO2 source required for SNG production in
the PtG units. Regarding the low purity of CO2 in the air, large-capacity PtG units need
to use other sources of CO2, including exhaust gases from fossil-fueled power plants, the
industrial sector, transportation sector, and biomass. Technical constraints and the costs of
CC will affect the feasibility of PtG units and their impact on IEGS. In related research, the
technical constraints and costs of CO2 supply generally have not been the focus; however,
real systems will be affected by these constraints and expenses. The other issue is assessing
the impact of the water supply required by PtG units for the electrolysis process to produce
H2, which can affect the planning of PtG units, especially in dry and low water areas. To
obtain one kilogram of hydrogen, about 9 L of ultrapure water are needed [151,152]. Hence,
in large PtG units, the amount of required water will be significant. This constraint and
its related costs have not been considered in the related literature. The direct use of H2 in
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H2-fired turbines or fuel cells [153] is a crucial topic in the use of PtG due to its advantages
in increasing the efficiency of the PtG process.

Several studies have been performed regarding the impact of PtG units on IEGS.
A multi-stage stochastic model is presented in [29] considering PtG for the long-term
planning of IEGS to maximize the RES penetration. It has been shown that the economic
viability of PtG highly depends on the penetration level of RES and carbon tax. A mixed-
integer linear programming (MILP) model is proposed in [35] for the long-term planning
of IEGS in the presence of PtG and GFPPs. Numerical studies demonstrate that when
the PtG is not employed, the investment cost is increased due to the construction of new
transmission lines. Moreover, PtG can increase the wind power penetration and reduce
the total cost. In [73], a two-stage planning model is presented for IEGS planning. The real
IEGS in western Denmark is studied, and CO2 pipelines from GFPPs to PtG units are also
considered. It is shown that with the increase in wind power penetration, the capacity of
coal-fired power plants and operational costs are reduced, but more investment in GFPPs
and PtG units will be required to ensure a reliable energy supply. In addition, SNG storage
helps to reduce daily operating costs and carbon emissions.

A MILP scenario-based model is formulated in [62] for IEGS planning in the presence
of PtG units, which aims to minimize wind farm investment costs, NG storage, and the
operating costs of the whole system. It is revealed that PtG units can be a significant
source of SNG, and their integration with wind farms and NG storage can be an effective
solution to reduce NG shortages. In addition, SNG storage plays an important role in
balancing temporary energy needs in an IEGS. A long-term planning model is presented
in [69] for the optimized planning of PtG-included IEGS. The results show that PtG can
increase wind power penetration and delay the construction of new power transmission
lines, and hence, reduce the total costs. In addition, investment options in both systems
are highly interdependent. For example, the retirement of coal-fired power plants has
led to the construction of more GFPPs, resulting in the construction of more pipelines
and compressors.

Ref. [60] presents a two-level model for PtG planning to maximize the social welfare
and increase the market profit. It is shown that due to the high investment costs of PtG, it
is cost-effective in networks with a high-penetration of RES. Moreover, the optimal location
of PtG units in the EPS as well as the direct sale of H2 will have a significant effect on
the relevant income. The utilization of uncertain wind power generation to increase the
revenue of PtG units has been investigated in [50]. The results show that the higher the
uncertainty of wind farms, the more conservative their planning strategies are. In contrast,
the PtG units can compensate for the negative impact of uncertainties. Finally, in [61], a
quasi-static model for gas dynamics is used to solve the optimization problem with a low
computational burden. The results verify that the bidirectional connection between EPS
and NGS can replace or postpone the network expansions.

3.9. Reliability Assessment

Due to the importance of reliability in the optimal planning of IEGS, various reliability
indices may be considered. A mixed-integer non-linear programming (MINLP) model
for the multi-purpose planning of IEGS is presented in [53] to minimize the investment
costs and improve the expected energy not supplied (EENS) as the reliability index using
the optimal Pareto curve. A linear model is proposed in [77] to minimize total costs,
considering the EENS reliability index. Ref. [55] presents a solution for the sequential
planning of gas-fired distributed generations, NG grid, and capacitor banks in distribution
networks to minimize the total costs in IEGS, considering the desired level of reliability.
Moreover, sensitivity analysis has been performed for 96%, 97%, and 98% reliability levels.
A reliability-based model for planning IEGS is presented in [154] to minimize the cost of
constructing power transmission lines and NG pipelines while meeting the loss of load
expectation (LOLE) as the reliability index. A multi-stage model is presented in [79] to
minimize costs while meeting a certain level of reliability indices, including EENS and
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loss of energy probability (LOEP). The optimization results indicate that NG transmission
constraints affect the planning of the EPS, especially in the candidate sites for constructing
the GFPPs. In [52], an integrated planning model of EPS and NGS is formulated considering
the reliability index of expected unserved energy (EUE) in order to minimize the total costs
in both systems. In [67], a model is proposed for minimizing the total costs in the IEGS
while meeting a desirable reliability level. It is demonstrated that considering the reliability
of 98% to meet the EP and NG demands and a total level of 96% for the entire system
increases the investment costs by 138%. On the other hand, the co-optimization of reliability
levels in both systems has reduced the investment costs by 19.3%.

3.10. IEGS Planning Studies in Real Networks

Integrated planning studies of NGS and EPS are typically performed on relevant test
systems. The IEEE 118-bus and IEEE 24-bus electrical test systems as well as the Belgian 20-node
one are the most employed test systems in the literature. Furthermore, some researchers have
implemented real IEGSs to better verify the results of their work. Table 5 summarizes the
literature with real networks employment to study the relevant contributions.

Table 5. IEGS planning studies in real networks.

Ref. Real EPS and NGS

[64,78] Iran

[63,71] Khorasan province in Iran

[66,76] Hainan Province in China

[73] Western Denmark

[62] Modified Northwestern China
62-bus EPS and 25-node NGS

[61] German 542-bus EPS and 524-node NGS

[72] Queensland in Australia

[111] Victorian in Australia

[75] Argentina

4. Solution Approaches

The solution of IEGS planning problems is faced with several challenges, the most
important of which is the existence of non-linear and non-convex constraints in both EPS
and NGS models, which makes the optimization model to be a MINLP problem with
several challenges, especially its high computational burden. In some papers, the authors
have employed various methods and algorithms, including non-linear solvers [55,63,67]
or heuristic and meta-heuristic methods, such as the modified differential equation al-
gorithm [52,54], Genetic Algorithm (GA) [76,78], Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)-
based algorithms [73,141], etc., for a direct solution of the non-linear problem. For ex-
ample, a three-stage framework is presented in [78], where the GA is used to solve the
MINLP problem.

Nevertheless, to reduce the computational burden, non-linear and non-convex equa-
tions are converted into linear equations using different simplifications and convex relax-
ation techniques. Consequently, the optimization problem is solved as a MILP problem.
Piecewise linear approximation is a well-known method employed in numerous litera-
ture [51,56,61,62,65,66,68–70,75] for transforming the MINLP problem to MILP in which
the non-convex and non-linear equations are approximated with piecewise linear seg-
ments. The first-order Taylor series approximation has been employed in [77] in addition
to piecewise linear approximation to handle the non-linear equations in EPS and NGS.
Moreover, the non-linear problem in [60] has been linearized using the duality theory and
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) optimality conditions. The classification of IEGS planning
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solution methods is summarized in Table 6, confirming that most of the research in the
literature have employed MILP formulation and have utilized analytical techniques to
solve the optimization problem. Various linear solvers, such as CPLEX in the General
Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) tool [155], are very common in this context. Figure 8
illustrates the issues related to the solution approaches of IEGS planning.

Table 6. Classification of IEGS planning-solution methods.

Problem Solving Method

Analytical Techniques Heuristic Methods

MINLP
Non-linear EPS & NGS [55] [52–54,141]

Non-linear NGS [63,64,67,71,144] [73,76,78]

MILP [29,35,50,57–62,65,66,68–70,72,74,75,75,77,79,80,138,142] —Sustainability 2023, 15, x FOR PEER REVIEW 24 of 34 
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Another challenge in IEGS coordinated planning is the large-scale and complex nature
of the problem, which needs a centralized and synchronized optimization in its different
sectors. This issue may add to the problem complexity. The IEGS is associated with
different markets, each with its policies and regulations, which can lead to difficulties
in its coordinated planning [63]. The variety of markets, including electricity, NG, H2,
SNG, CO2, and H2O, makes the IEGS planning problem a decentralized decision-making
issue from the market viewpoint with a significant data exchange between them. In this
case, the IEGS planning problem can be solved either from the perspective of a central
planner or via distributed optimization approaches. The central planner should have an
in-depth knowledge of the entire system to make the relevant decisions and supervise
the sub-systems. In [71], a static planning model is presented, assuming that a central
planner is responsible for planning the coordinated expansion of EPS and NGS while
conserving their independence. The decision-making attitudes conflict with each other, and
the presented method selects the best plan from the existing attitudes. In the distributed
optimization approach, the main problem is decomposed into two or more subproblems
via decomposition techniques. Therefore, these subproblems are easier to manage. Table 7
compares papers related to the integrated planning of EPS and NGS from various aspects,
including uncertainties, the use of PtG units, the optimization model, test systems, solution
methods, the planning horizon, and other contributions.
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Table 7. Comparison of the existing literature for the IEGS planning studies.

Ref. PtG Uncertainty Optimization Model EPS NGS Solving Method EPS Model Planning Interval (year) Additional
Contributions

[29]
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Table 7. Cont.

Ref. PtG Uncertainty Optimization Model EPS NGS Solving Method EPS Model Planning Interval (year) Additional
Contributions
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5. Conclusions and Future Research Guidelines

Increasing the penetration of RES in the generation mix is very crucial for various
purposes, including the reduction of total costs and carbon emissions as well as meeting
international agreements on climate changes. However, the uncertain and fluctuating
nature of these resources poses significant challenges to their higher penetration. IEGSs
can be considered a suitable solution to address these challenges, and their coordinated
planning, while increasing the penetration of RES will reduce total costs and increase the
efficiency of the overall system. On the other hand, the integrated planning of IEGS is
influenced by the RES fluctuating nature, and will have a significant impact in achieving
accurate results.

Employing PtG units in the IEGS planning is of particular importance in various
aspects, including the increase of RES penetration, employing the storage capacity of the
NG network for indirect storage of electricity, preventing or reducing the curtailment
of renewable generations, and compensating for the drawbacks of RES intermittency.
Regarding the different effects of PtGs in IEGS, multiple issues such as uncertainties,
reliability, resilience, cost minimization, RES curtailment reduction, CO2 emissions, etc.,
have been studied. However, more research is needed in some other cases. In this regard,
the impact of the constraints associated with PtG units on the optimized and accurate
planning of IEGS is necessary to be examined more comprehensively. Based on the literature
reviewed by this paper, the following aspects can be addressed as the guidelines for future
research on the topic:

(1) PtG units require high-purity CO2 sources, which can be supplied from various
sources. Costs and technical constraints related to the CO2 supply in terms of multiple
factors such as purity, distance from PtG units, etc., will play crucial roles in their
optimal planning as well as their economic viability and technical feasibility. In the
related research works, the impact of CO2 supply on the IEGS planning has not been
considered. Moreover, the carbon capture cost is not included in the optimization
models. Considering the impact of CO2 supply in the optimal planning of IEGS can
be an attractive research line in the future.

(2) Costs and technical constraints of water supply in PtG units may affect the optimal
planning of PtG-included IEGS. In the literature, this issue has not been addressed by
assuming that the required water is available without any limitations. Its supply cost
has not been included in the problem formulations either.

(3) The output of PtG units in IEGS planning is mainly considered SNG, which is injected
into the NGS. However, the direct use of H2 in H2-fired gas turbines or fuel cells
is an attractive alternative due to its advantages in increasing the efficiency of the
PtG process.
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Abbreviations

CC Carbon capture
CO2 Carbon dioxide
EENS Expected energy not supplied
EP Electric power
EPS Electric power system
GFPP Gas-fired power plant
H2 Hydrogen
IEGS Integrated electricity and gas systems
MILP Mixed-integer linear programming
MINLP Mixed-integer non-linear programming
NG Natural gas
NGS Natural gas system
OF Objective function
PtG Power to Gas
RE Renewable energy
RES Renewable energy sources
SNG Synthetic natural gas
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